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When studying isomorphisms between linear groups the main objective 
is to show that the isomorphisms are of “standard” type. In this paper we 
show that the isomorphisms between linear groups over many types of 
ground rings (e.g., commutative or having 2 a unit) are of standard type. 
Obviously the definition of an isomorphism of “standard” type is critical 
to this study, so we address this issue also. If one is considering linear 
groups over division rings, for instance, the meaning of “standard” is very 
natural and well known (see, e.g., [2]). H owever, in trying to generalize 
the isomorphism theory to include more general ground rings the notion of 
“standard” has, by necessity, been modified in various ways for various 
types of rings (see, e.g., [3, 6, 8, 10, 131). The best description, we believe, 
appeared recently in a paper by Hahn [4]. This description of 
isomorphisms using category equivalences is better than the others for two 
main reasons. First, it arises naturally when one considers the obstructions 
which arise to the classical “standard” maps, and second, this description is 
well defined for all associative rings with identity as opposed to the other 
descriptions which apply to the special type of ground ring considered. 
In addition, one realizes a new approach to the problem. Namely, to 
“reduce” the isomorphism between G&(R) and G&(S) to a ring 
isomorphism between the matrix rings M,(R) and M,,,(S). Such ring 
isomorphisms are completely described for arbitrary R and S by the author 
in Cl], and using this description the isomorphisms between G&(R) and 
G&(S) are placed precisely in the context introduced by Hahn. This 
method is very apparent in Section 4 where recent results of Golubchik and 
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Mikhalev are used to describe the isomorphims between G&(R) and 
G&(S) over various (not necessarily commutative) rings R and S. 
In Section 3 we focus on commutative R and S, showing all 
isomorphisms are standard if n, m > 4. 
1. NOTATION 
All rings are associative with identity. If R is a ring we denote the 
category of right (unital) R-modules by AR. For a ring R and integer n, 
n > 1, G&(R) denotes the group of units in the ring of n x n matrices over 
R which we denote by M,(R) and identify with End,(R”) (R" is the free R- 
module with n basis elements). If 3, E R, 1 < i, j < n, i #j, then 
t&n) E G&(R) is the elementary transvection with ones on the diagonal, il 
in the i-jth position, and zeroes elsewhere. Let E,,(R) be the subgroup of 
G&(R) generated by the t&J). 
If R and S are rings, RPS a bimodule, then the covariant functor 
- @ R P: JY~ + J& is denoted F,. 
2. STANDARD ISOMORPHISMS 
Classically an isomorphism between G&(R) and G&(S) is said to be of 
standard type if it is the composition of the following types of 
isomorphisms. 
(1) the contragredient map, G&(R) + GL,( R") by transpose inverse. 
(2) an inner automorphism, G&(R) + G&(R) by g 0 - og- ‘, where 
g E GL,(R). 
(3) a ring isomorphism a: R + S, providing an isomorphism 
G&(R) + G&(S) by acting elementwise on matrices. 
(4) a radial isomorphism, P,:GL,(S)-+GL,(S), where 
P,(A) = x(A) A for some x: G&(S) + Center(GL,(S)). 
This description of the isomorphism is valid for instance when R and S 
are division rings, and IZ > 3. However, for more general rings one realizes 
that modifications must be made in (l)(4). 
First, if the ring R splits into R, 0 R, then G&(R)= GL,(RI)@ GL,(R2) 
and thus the contragredient map, type (1 ), must change to allow for trans- 
pose-inverse on GL,(R1) and the identity on GL,(R2). Denote this 
generalized contragredient as type (1’). 
Second, consider a category equivalence F: &R + JZls with F(R") = S". 
Then F restricts to an isomorphism of rings 
F: M,(R)-,M,(S) 
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which restricts to an isomorphism 
F: GL,(R)-+GL,(S). 
We will call such an isomorphism a Morita isomorphism. Given a type (2) 
and a type (3), their composition can be realized as a Morita isomorphism. 
Use the g from (2) to modify the identity autoequivalence of AR to an 
autoequivalence of AR which is naturally isomorphic to the identity by g, 
and compose this with the change of scalars equivalence from A, to A’S 
afforded by the cx from (3). This composition provides a Morita 
isomorphism of the desired type. 
On the other hand, there exist Morita isomorphisms which cannot be 
realized as the composition of types (2) and (3) (or even as the com- 
position of types (l)-(4)). In fact, if F yields a Morita isomorphism, then 
by Morita theory F=-8. Ps, and it follows that F is a composition of 
types (2) and (3) if and only if RP is a free left R-module of rank one (see 
[ 11 for details). 
Using the above observations we believe that a “standard” isomorphism 
should mean a composition of a generalized contragredient, type (l’), a 
Morita isomorphism, and a radial isomorphism type (4). 
We would like to note that the idea of replacing maps of type (2) and (3) 
by a Morita isomorphism is not unique to the isomorphisms of linear 
groups. This was done in various ways for other “matricial” type maps 
(see, e.g., [l, 5, 7, 111). 
3. ISOMORPHISMS OVER COMMUTATIVE RINGS 
In this section we will show that for commutative rings R and S any 
isomorphism between GL,(R) and G&(S), with n 2 4, is of standard type. 
Throughout this section only, R and S will be assumed to be commutative, 
and that n > 4. 
In the case of commutative rings the Morita isomorphisms take on a 
special meaning. This is due to the fact that Morita equivalent com- 
mutative rings are isomorphic, While it is possible that GL,(RI) N GL,(R,) 
with RI & R2 (this is true even for ore domains, see [8] for an exemple) in 
the noncommutative situation, it cannot occur in the commutative case. 
Hence if an isomorphism between GL,(R) and GL,(S) is standard then 
R = S, in which case the isomorphism theory essentially becomes an 
automorphism theory. For this reason we focus our attention initially to 
automorphisms. 
Recently it was shown by Petechuk, [lo], that any automorphism of 
GLJR), n 2 4, must be a composition of automorphisms of type (l’), (3), 
(4) and 
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(2’) an inner automorphism g o-og-l, where g E G&JR) with R 
being an extension ring of R (in fact, R is taken to be n, R,, the product 
taken over all maximal ideals m s R, and R, the localization). 
In addition to the reasons listed in the introduction, we feel the Morita 
description would be better than this one since the extension R might be a 
bit awkward (especially if R has lots of maximal ideals) and there is no 
analogue for i? in the noncommutative case. 
As is shown in [lo], an automorphism of GL,(R) is determined (up to a 
type (4) automorphism) by its restriction to E,(R) (this uses among other 
things the normality of E,(R) in GL,(R)). Thus we fix an automorphism 
@: GL,(R) + GL,(R) 
and focus our attention to the restriction of CD to an automorphism of 
En(R). 
A key step in Petechuk’s proof was to show, after a suitable con- 
tragredient automorphism is applied, that for any maximal ideal m of R, 
letting R, be the localization, the diagram 
E,(R) 
@L) 
* En(R) 
natural 
I I 
natural (1) 
Qm--0Q,' 
&V-L) - EnUL) 
commutes for the elementary matrices lii( 1) for some fixed invertible 
CA,,: RJ” + UW’. 
We define a submodule P, of M,(R) by 
P,= (AEM,, 1 @(X)A=AXforallX=t&l)~E,(R)}. 
LEMMA 1. P, is an R-module which is locally free of rank 1. 
Proof. P@ is obviously an R-module. We want P, to be locally free of 
rank 1. Fix a maximal ideal m of R. If A E P*, then for all X= fij( 1) 
@(X)/l = AX, 
(@(-VA )m = bwm 
and 
@(X),A, = A,X,. 
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By diagram (1) we have 
or 
Note that X,,, is the elementary matrix t&l) in EJR,). Thus the matrix 
(Q; ‘A,,,) commutes with all tJ1) in E,,(R,), by elementary matrix 
operations we must have 
where r E R, and Z, is the identity in M,(R,). Thus we have shown that 
(Pa), s R, . Q, (for an invertible Q,). 
We claim that R, . Q, c (P@),. 
It suffices to show that s. Q, E (PQ)m for some s E R -m. By clearing 
denominators of Q,, we have an s’ * Qm which is the image of some 
Q E M,,(R) under the map M,(R) --) M,,(R,). 
We know that @(X),Q,,, = Q,X, for all x= tti(l) (this is just diagram 
(1)). It follows that for every X= tJ1) 
@(X)Q = QX+ A, 
for some matrix A,, depending on A’, with (A,), = 0. For every element 
agEAx, there is an sijeR-rn with siiaii= 0. Let s, = nij sV, and since 
there are only finitely many X= tii( 1 ), let s = n, s,. Then this s annihilates 
all of the A,, i.e., 
Q(X) sQ = sQX 
for all X= tii( 1). Moreover, SQ localizes to s(s’ . Q,) and since SQ E P,, 
ss’ * Qm E (Pa), . 
Now we have (PO), = R, . Q,,,, which is a free rank-l R, module since 
Q, is an invertible matrix. Q.E.D. 
Define Pe-l= {AEM,( @-‘(X)A=AXfor ail X=t,(l)). 
LEMMA 2. Pe. P,-I = {CRnite AiBi ) Aim P,, Big P,-I} = R.Z,,. 
Proof: Let A E P@, BE Pa-,, then locally (AB), = A,,, B,,, = 
aQ,bQ; l= abl,, for some a, b E R, (since locally @ -l(X) = Q; ‘XQ, for 
X= t,(l)). Thus for every maximal ideal m, (AB), is a scalar matrix, so 
AB is a scalar matrix. So 
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but from Lemma 1, (Pe*Po-l),= R;Z, so 
Q.E.D. 
Submodules of M,(R) having the property displayed by Pa in Lemma 2 
are called “invertible” by Isaacs in [S]. 
Using Lemma 2, we see that P@ gives rise to a map 
‘y: M,(R) + M,(R) 
by !P(C)=CiAiCBi, where Aid P@, and Bi~PG-l, such that CiAiBi=Z,,. 
Note that if X= fii( 1 ), then 
Y(X) = c AiXBi 
= c Q(X) A,B, 
= c?(X) 
with the second equality occurring by definition of Pa. 
The map @ * !P’-’ is the identity on the t&l), and thus (by [lo]) must 
be a ring automorphism of E,(R) (i.e., an automorphism of type (3)). Since 
a type (3) is the change of scalars Morita automorphism we will be finished 
if we can show that Y is a Morita automorphism. 
For brevity, set P = P, and F= Fp = -OR P. 
LEMMA 3. For P, F, and Y as above, there exists an R-module 
isomorphism z: P” --) R” such that 
End,(R”) + End.(R”@ P) --, End,(P”) w  End,(R”) 
is an automorphism identical to Y. In particular, Y is a Morita 
automorphism. 
Proof By Lemma 2 and [S], P is a rank-l projective and thus (by 
Morita theory) F is an autoequivalence of MR and the restriction to 
End,(R”) is an isomorphism. 
By Lemma 2 and p. 228 of [S], we have an isomorphism z: P” + R” by 
z( PI ,***9 p,) = xi p,(p,), where p,(p) = (column i of the matrix p). 
We wish to show that for any f E End,(R”) the following diagram com- 
mutes: 
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where the map R” @ P + I”’ is the natural one, and the map xi A,@, is 
Y(j). We will chase the diagram for an element of R” @ P of the form 
(0 ,..., l,..,, 0)s p, where 1 is in the ith position and p E P. Consider f to be 
the matrix (xv), and p = (pq). 
(O,..., L..., 0) 0 p - (X,i ,..., X,i) 0 p 
(O,..., PY., 0) 
I 
(Pli2-9 Pni) 
txli P3..*7 xni P) 
I 
Now consider 
Pli 
CAjfBj ! 3 
i [ 1 Pni 
it is the same as the ith column of cj AjfBjp. Now since p E P and Bi is in 
the “inverse” of P, Bip is a scalar matrix and thus commutes 
[S] for details). So 
with j (see 
ith column of c Aj fBj p = ith column of c Aj Bj pf 
i .i 
= ith column of pf 
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Since F is an autoequivalence, we can use the composition 
R” @ p -+ natural p” +‘R” to define a natural isomorphism from F to an 
autoequivalence F of ./ZR. This F will restrict to Y on End,(R”) and thus 
!R is a Morita automorphism. Q.E.D. 
Putting the above together we have the following result. 
THEOREM 4. Let R be a commutative ring, and n 24. Then any 
automorphism @: E,,(R) + E,(R) is the composition of 
(1’) a generalized contragredient for some idempotent in R. 
(2’) a Morita automorphism, i.e., the restriction of autoequivalence 
F: JltR-,A~ 
to E,(R). 
In addition we also have 
COROLLARY 5. Let R be commutative and n > 4. Then any automorphism 
CD: GL,(R) + GL,(R) is the composition of an automorphism from 
Theorem 4 with a radial automorphism (type (4)). 
For isomorphisms CL,(R) + GL,(S) analogous results to the above 
remain valid. The proofs of Petechuk go through with appropriate 
modification, refer to Remark 2, p. 541 of [lo]. After localization one gets 
n =m, and the conjugation Q,,,- Q; l becomes conjugation by a 
semilinear. P, will lie in M,(S) and be a projective rank-l S-module, giv- 
ing rise to an autoequivalence of Jlls. The composition of 0 with the inver- 
ses of the generalized contragredient and Y (from P*) will be an 
isomorphism E,(R) to E,,(S) taking tii( 1 R) to tii(ls) and by Proposition 2, 
p. 539 of [lo] it is a ring isomorphism R -+ S. Note that the composition 
of the change of scalars functor (using R r S) with _ OS P, is the functor 
-OR P, (considering P, as an R - S bimodule through R 3 S). The rest 
is obvious. 
4. ISOMORPHISMS OVER CERTAIN NONCOMMUTATIVE RINGS 
In this section we show that isomorphisms between E,,(R) and E,(S) 
(n, m 3 3) are standard if R and S (not necessarily commutative) have the 
property that 2R = R and 2s = S. In particular, if R (or S) is also such that 
E,(R) is normal in GL,( R) (or E,(S) 4 G&(S)), then the isomorphisms 
GL,( R) + GL,( S) are standard. 
The assumption that 2 is a unit in R is important when working with 
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G&(R) as it allows one to use the geometry associated to involutions in 
GL,(R) (see, e.g., [6]). Also, it is an open question as to whether E,(R) is 
normal in G&(R) for an arbitrary ring R and sufficiently large n. 
THEOREM 6. Let R, S be arbitrary rings with 2R = R and 2s = S. Let 
@: GL,(R) -+ GL,(S) 
be a group isomorphism with n, m > 3. Then the restriction of @ to E,,(R) is 
the composition of 
(1) a type (1’) generalized contragredient automorphism 
GL,(R) = GL,(t?R) 0 GL,(( 1 - 2) R) ‘d@(-‘)m’.GL,(gR) 0 GL,(( 1 - 2) R”) 
for some central idempotent .?& R. 
(2) a Morita isomorphism which is the restriction of an equivalence 
z? %A?R’ -+ “Ji$, 
where R’ = CR @I (1 - t?) RQ (2 is from (1 ), and R” is the opposite ring of R) 
and F( (R’)“) = S”. 
Proof: It is shown in [S] that for n, m B 3, R, and S having 2 a unit, 
that the isomorphism @ gives rise to central idempotents e and f in M,(R) 
and M,,,(S), and there is, a ring isomorphism 8,, and a ring anti- 
isomorphism O2 
0, : eM,(W +fM,(S) 
0,: (1 -e) M,(R) -+ (1 -f 1 M,(S) 
such that @(X) = O,(eX) + (I,((1 -e) X-‘) for all XE E,,(R). We will use 
this result to prove our theorem. 
Since e is central, e = 2. Z, for some central idempotent 2 E R. Thus we 
have eM,(R) = M,,(t?R), and similarly for f so that 
8, : M,(ZR) r M,(3S). 
Also 
8,: M,(l -e) R”)--&,((l -3)s) 
is a ring anti-isomorphism and composing with the transpose anti- 
isomorphism we get 
a ring isomorphism. 
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Let R’ = CR @ (1 - e) R”, then we have 
d1@8;: M,(R’)rM,(S) 
NOW by Theorem (2.1) of [l], 8, @f9; is the restriction of a unique 
category equivalence 
If !ZJ is the contragredient map GL,(R) “@(-‘)-‘f GL,(R’), then for 
XE E,(R), 
FoSZ(X)=F(eX+ (((1 -e)X)‘)-‘) 
= e,(eX) + &((((l - e)X)‘)-‘) 
=e,(ex)+e,((((l-e)x)f’)-l) 
=e,(ex)+O,(((l -e)X)-‘) 
= @p(X). 
So Fo 51 agrees with @ on E,,(X). Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 7. In addition to the hypothesis in the above theorem assume 
that either E,(R) is normal in GL,(R) or E,,,(S) is normal in GL,(S). Then 
any isomorphism 
@: GL,(R) -+ GL,(S) 
is of standard type. 
Proof. Without loss of generality we assume that E,(S) is normal in 
GL,(S). Apply Theorem 6 to 0 - ’ to get a standard isomorphism 
8,: GL,(S) + GL,(R) which agrees with 0-l on E,(S). Set 19~ = @O (0,) 
an automorphism of G&(S) which is the identity on E,(S). Let 
g E GL,( S), then 
g-Q -‘=(g~g-‘)ez=gez-qg-‘)~2 
for all XE E,,,(S). So ( ge2) - ‘g commutes with E,(S), and by elementary 
matrix manipulations, ( gs2) - lg E Center(GL,(S)). This allows for a map 
x: GL,(S) --) Center(GL,(S)) with 
for all ge GL,(S). In other words, t12 is standard (a type (4) 
automorphism). Moreover, 8, o (0,) -’ = @ on GL,(S) so @ is standard. 
Q.E.D. 
48 I /96/Z-19 
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It remains an open question whether E,,(R) is normal in G&(R) for an 
arbitrary ring R and sufficiently large n. It is known to be normal when 
n 2 3 and R is finitely generated over its center, see [ 121. 
We close with an interesting application to the case when one of the 
rings is assumed to be commutative. 
COROLLARY 8. Let R, S be rings such that 2R = R, and 2s = S with R 
commutative. If @: GL,(R) + GL,(S) is an isomorphism with n, m > 3, then 
m divides n. If m >n (hence m = n), then R z S (in particular, S is com- 
mutative). If R has progenerators free, then S1: M,,,,(R). 
Proof: From Theorem 6 one can construct an isomorphism of rings; 
M,(R) + M,(S). Now apply (2.2) and (2.3) of [ 11. Q.E.D. 
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